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Birth Control Information Center Opened
By CLIFF’ MATOI
Daily Political Writer
Lacking a full service birth control clinic, the Associated Students has opened a birth control information
center to assist students in the interim until a clinic
becomes reality.
A.S. Executive Vice President Jim Ferryman, who was
instrumental in the center’s formation, believed emphasis
should be put on the fact that the center would be distributing information and not pills.
Were going to provide the service on an experimental
basis," he said. "This will just be an information center to
refer students to organizations and physicians in the
area."
Ferryman said such service has been provided for
many years by Mrs. Orpha M. Quadros in the counseling
office, but he believed the information center might have
greater success.
Mrs. Quadros said she has been working in abortion

counseling since the passage of the California therapeutic
abortion law in 19117.
-I deal more with unwanted parenthood planning," said
Mrs. Quadros. "My role is to talk to girls after their pregnancy has been verified. They don’t know who to talk to,
what to do, or even where to start. The doctors in the
health center send these girls to me and I try to give them
alternatives and send them to agencies and physicians
who can help them," she stated.
.

advice. if they could go to a counseling office earmarked
birth control information center, rather than go through
the confusing process they have now. We’ll provide the
service on an experimental basis, and try to keep the
students aware that it’s being performed through the
AS."
The center will be headed by Donna Fung, a senior
recreation major, who has worked with Planned Parenthood and has done birth control counseling in San Francisco’s Chinatown district. She will be assisted by Karen
Oesterman, a local psychiatrist’s secretary, who has
knowledge of facilities in the San Jose area and contacts
with local physicians involved in birth control and
abortions.
Ferryman is attempting to get Miss Fling a room in a
college. dormitary for an office, and has allowed her to
establish temporary quarters in his office until permanent
office space can be acquired.
Miss Fling said, "We’ll be coordinating things with Mrs.
Quadros, Planned Parenthood, the health center, the

"I talk to perhaps two or three girls a week and I plan to
continue helping them in adoption placement or abortion
if they desire. The birth control information center will be
working before the fact whereas I conic in after it’s
already happened," said Mrs. Quadros.
-I know Planned Parenthood has wanted to get
something going on this campus for sonic time, but it will
probably be some time before the chancellor will allow an
actual birth control clinic on campus," she added.
Ferryman added, "Students would more readily take

public health service and welfare agencies as well as
physicians in the area. However, I want the scope of the
center to include not just birth control information, but
related subjects such as venereal disease, abortion and
abortion laws."
Ferryman’s office is in the A.S. office area on the third
level of the College Union, and Miss Fling will be available
from 1-5 p.m. daily. She said she would like volunteers to
assist her, and has requested interested individuals to
contact her during office hours at 295-8108 or 295-8109.
Ferryman said that although three doctors are
currently giving students help in regards to birth control,
he feels it may be unfeasible at the present time to consider establishing a fully operational birth control clinic.
"Dr. Grey, head of the campus health center, has told
me the center is very understaffed and overloaded with
cases," said Ferryman. -He said they would probably be
unable to handle such an operation. So the information
center will have to serve until something better comes
along."
4,04,4",
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Speaker
Dr. Bud Anderson, professor
of psychology at San Jose
State, will speak on "Oppressive and Non-Oppressive uses of Psychology" at
the Psi Chi meeting tomorrow night at 8:30 in Home
Economies, Rm. 1.
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Today’s Spartan Daily will
be the last paper published
before the Easter recess. Although classes will resume
Monday, April 12, the Spartan Daily will not publish another issue until Tuesday.
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Langan Fraud
,Charges Axed
r
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FlashingiATripping

There was an explosiona fire Rash of light, and I felt as
though my mind a as pinned to the ground. In the next
moment my body was as a puppet in other hands, and I
expected to look up and see the puppeteer.
See story, Page?.

Peace Referendum On Spring Ballot

Council Endorses Treaty
By CELESTE ZUFFI
Daily Political Writer
Associated Students (AS.) Council
voted yesterday to endorse a peace
treaty referendum to be placed on the
A.S. spring election ballot.
The treaty was introduced by Werner
Becker, one of 18 persons arrested in
the March 4 recruiting demonstration.
He reported the San Jose Liberation
Front (SAY) "will be doing the main
work to publicize the peace treaty until
the elections."
The treaty as it will appear on the
ballot reads:
"We the students of SJS are not at
war with the peoples of Indochina.
Therefore, we fully support the joint

treaty of peace with the peoples of
South and North Vietnam. In doing so
we demand SJS end all complicity with
the war by dissolving its contract with
the Pentagons Reserve Officers Training Corps ( ROTC) and by disassociating itself from military and war related
industrial recruiting."
Becker also reported that a closed
hearing to discuss charges brought by
the college against students arrested in
the February 23 and March 4 recruiting
demonstrations will be held during
Easter vacation.
Charges against the students will be
heard by a special faculty committee
on Thursday, April 8, at 9 a.m. in the
Engineering Building. Don DuShane,

A.S. Candidates rile Now;
Campaign Starts April 15
Aspiring candidates for 1971-72 A.S.
government offices may officially file
their candidacy forms now through
April 15 in the A.S. Offices of the College Union.
Election campaigning is scheduled
to begin April 15 following a mandatory
4 p.m. orientation meeting for all candidates or their representatives in the
Council Chambers.
Candidates must also pick up a copy
of the Spartan Daily Election Code
detailing rules and regulations for

candidate coverage in the Daily. The
code is available now.
Qualifications for office include clear
academic standing and student standing at time of running and serving.
Council candidates must also be
members of their respective division
during the major portion of time in
office; students may hold no more than
one elected office and all executive
office candidates must have reached
Upper Division standing by October
following the election.

assistant dean of students, will preside
over the hearing which according to a
clause inserted last Fall in Title V
allows state colleges to take disciplinary action against students involved in campus disorders.
Councilwoman Cindy Johnson proposed a resolution that the closed hearings be opened to all SJS students "in
the interest of justice." Council
approved the resolution.
"The only ones who will be admitted
during the hearings," said Becker,
"will be the students involved in both
demonstrations."
Becker continued, "Don DuShane,
said ’disciplinary action will be taken
against the students whether or not
they show up at the hearing.
Becker said witnesses will be allowed
at the hearing only to give their testiinony.
(’ouncil will ask SJS President John
H. Bunzel to conduct the hearing after
Easter vacation so the facts to be discussed during the hearing can be made
available to all SJS students.
Becker said he felt the reason the
hearing will be closed is because the
-administration doesn’t want the
student body to know exactly what is
going on."
Council also voted yesterday not to
fund the Orientation Camp for next
year at SJS.
Councilman Mike Buck, also an A.S.
budget committee member, recommended the camp not be funded due to
the lack of time necessary in organizing
the camp for next ) ear.
Buck maintained the A.S. would be

spending $12,000 for a program which
has not generated much interest among
SJS students in the past two years.
Instead, Buck suggested the A.S.
could use the money to fund a Fall
Sparta Camp open to all SJS students.
In other action council:
Approved the appointments of A.S.
Legislative Analyst John McLemore
and Councilman Isadore Currasco to
the College Union Board of Governors.
Continued on page 3.

By ROBERT PELLERIN
Daily Political Writer
Due to lack of evidence, the charge of
election fraud against A.S. President
Bill Langan has been dismissed by
Attorney General Reggie Toran and
Don DuShane college referral agent.
In a memorandum yesterday, Toran
and DuShane said they would not refer
the case to Judiciary because "there is
no concrete evidence to support the
charge."
Councilman David Krawitz, one of
those who filed the charge against
Langan, was upset at the decision. He
said yesterday that he would go directly
to the Judiciary with his charge and ask
that body to hear the case.
Yesterday’s memorandum was the
result of five days of investigation by
Toran and DuShane into the charge that
Langan used athletic department supplies to print campaign material in the
recent recall’election.
The memorandum said "all evidence
indicates that Mr. Langan used his own
money and private facilities to print his
recall flyers."
Krawitz disagreed. "I believe some
evidence has yet to be uncovered," he
said. "Because of that, we plan to waive
the decision of the two referral agents. I
will ask Chief Justice Bo Pitsker if he
will take the case anyway."
It is uncertain if such an irregular
move by Krawitz would be constitutional. According to Act 36 regarding
judicial procedures, alleged violations
of college rules "should be referred to
the A.S. Judiciary, through the Attorney General."
It does not state specifically that such
a referral can be bypassed, but neither
does it directly prohibit such a move.
DuShane commented yesterday that
he "would have been glad" to refer the
case to Judiciary. "It would have been
much easier to do that," he said. "And
if we had any shred of substantial evidence, we would have referred it. But
we didn’t even have that."
DuShane stated that he felt it was his
and Toran’s job to make sure there was
enough evidence before sending the
case to Judiciary.
"That is what you have referral
agents for," said DuShane. "Otherwise,
if you let every single charge be tried
by Judiciary, you’ll be wasting a lot of
people’s time."
Langan said he was pleased, but not

surprised by the decision. He claimed
the charges were unfounded. He said
they were politically motivated and
aimed at "harassing me while in
office."
Two statements had linked Langan
with activities in the athletics duplicating room on three different days
( March 14-16) prior to the recall election.
Yesterday he admitted he was in the
room Sunday afternoon, March 14, but
stated that he did not print anything.
"I was there with Neil Powers, who is
my liaison with the athletics department," said Langan. "Neil was stapling
athletic recruiting letters and leaflets
concerning the recent budget cuts.
"Nothing at all was being printed,"
added the president. "If I had been
doing something illegallike printing
up election materialI certainly
wouldn’t have talked freely with the
five witnesses who saw me."
Langan earlier stated that he may
have been in the athletic department
building Monday and Tuesday, March
15-16. "I spend a lot of time in that
department," he said. "But I was never
in the duplicating room those two
days."

Commuters
Can Enter
Garage Exit
Students who usually park in the
garage every morning will be surprised
when they come back from Easter
vacation. They will be able to enter the
garage from the exit ramp on San Salvador Street, in addition to the regular
entrance.
Commuters will be able to drive
directly into the garage on the exit
ramp from 7:30 to 8:30 every morning,
according to Bill Allison, head of parking at SJS. He said the parking committee decided to experiment for a few
weeks to see if it would eliminate the
"terrible traffic jam which results
every morning as students wait to enter
the garage."

SJLF Denounces Colley Verdict,
Claims (alley ’Cannon Fodder’
They had a new issue, but nevertheless the rally was quiet and sparsely
attended.
The noon rally sponsored by the San
Jose Liberation Front ( SJLF yesterday drew fewer than 50 spectators,
despite their capitalization on the Lt.
William L. Caney Jr. conviction announced Monday.
S.11,F spokesmen criticized the
conviction as unjust. "Calley was just
cannon fodder," said Ted James, &III’
chairman. "He was just carrying out
his orders."
James said that he favored putting
the government on trial, instead of
(’alley. "Even the New York Times
asked for a war crimes tribunal."
Nick Kopke, long time SJS radical,
agid he agreed with the American

legion that Calley should not have been
convicted.
-I don’t side with the Legion very
often, but I agree that the real war criminals are the ones that should be put
on trial."
Calley, 27, was convicted of premeditated murder for the deaths 01 102 civilians at My Lai in March 1968.
Campus investigator Anthony
Homalus speculated before the rally,
"Now that they SJI.FI have a new
issue, they could draw a large crowd."
(’ampus security officers observed the
gathering in the College Union patio
from the second floor windows of the
Art Building.
S.11.F members also spoke on the
March 4 recruiting demonstration

A

report headed by Dave Long and on the
South Vietnamese military operation in
I Ai os.
Pat Villareal, a member of the
investigatory committee, said the
report went unread by the public. She
also contended that Third World people
are not able to massively participate in
rallies, because their education opporWnity funds will be endangered.
Kopke asserted that the Nixon
administration is getting "desperate."
"The corporate structure is crumbling;
it’s in bad shape."
The "raids" on &HA, members,
according to Kopke, have been planned
to scare away demonstrators from
rallies. -Nixon wants to isolate the
members of the anti -war movement."
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Editorials

Not One, Many
And so, a young lieutenant named Calley will live the rest of his days in
prison for the murder of Vietnamese at the hideous incident at My Lai three
years ago. It is now time to question whether there are others, veiled behind
little publicity, who should face a similar penalty.
Calley’s actions on the day of the massacre were found unjustifiable by a
military tribunal consisting predominantly of Vietnam veterans. Lost,
however, in the furor over Calley’s actions, were the others who fit neatly into
the larger picture of which My Lai is a part.
What will happen to Captain Medina, Calley’s immediate superior? Who will
question the orders of the generals whose strategy Calley was carrying out?
Most vitally, who amongst the military is willing to say that there is no difference between giving an immoral order and perpetrating that command?
Despite his guilt, empathy must be felt for Calley. This man was conditioned
to kill. He was told, as is every other soldier, that punishment follows refusal
to follow orders. Ignoring the precedent set at the Nuremberg trial following
World War II, servicemen are not instructed to decide if an order is legal or
moral.
It is this moral decision, often made in the madness of combat, that is questioned after it is made. In the Calley case, his decision to execute an order is
costing him freedom. Ironically, if he had balked and refused at My Lai he
might presently be facing the same sentence for insubordination.
The muddled question of kill or don’t kill at My Laiand indeed in numerous
unknown atrocities of the Vietnam waris further complicated by the military’s stressing that all civilians are the enemy and that quick shooting is the
primary safeguard of a soldier’s life.
Calley is only a small part of the guilt of the Vietnam war. Anxiously, we
await the day when America seeks those responsible for training the Calleys,
establishing the policies carried out by the Calleys, and promoting the wars
fought by the Calleys.
When that day comes there will hopefully be more military officers facing
the forfeiture of their freedom and careers than one lone lieutenant.

Brother’s Keeper?
Once again students and faculty of California state colleges and universities
may be made to pay for the actions of a few of their peers.
Under the terms of a bill introduced in the Assembly on Monday, a $100
annual fee would be levied on every full-time student and faculty member at
the University of California and state colleges to pay for damage caused by
riot or vandalism on the campus. The charge for part-time students and
faculty would be pro-rated.
According to the bill’s author, Floyd L. Wakefield, D-South Gate, if a
campus were not damaged, the feesminus a 10 per cent administrative
chargewould be returned to the students and teachers.
With the threat of tuition already hanging over student heads, it seems that
Wakefield’s bill would be doing the exact opposite of what Robin Hood did.
Instead of taking from the rich and giving to the poor, the bill would deprive
college students of funds desperately needed to finance their education.
Despite the fact that most of the money would be returned if no damage
occurred, levying this fee would be burdensome to many students. Presumably the refund would come during the summer monthslong after It would be
needed to meet fee deadlines.
Another unfair aspect would be the 10 per cent service fee charged by the
state for service not required or wanted.
The already underpaid employees of the state in the teaching professions
should not be charged merely because they are dedicated to educating. It
seems irrational that teachers should be levied at all, since they very rarely
contribute to the violence or vandalism that would take place on the campus
anyway.
Wakefield justified his bill by saying, "We are finding too much of our
educational funds being spent to repair and replace facilities which were
damaged by riots and vandalism."
It is true that many colleges over the recent years have been torn apart by
violence. But it must be realized that the destruction which took place was the
result of the actions of only a minority of students attending those colleges.
Again the questions arise: "Should the majority be made to pay for the
actions of a few?" and "Am I my brother’s keeper?"
We think not.

Staff Comment

Defense for Dining Commons
By TIM OSTERMAN
admit that I have never considered
myself a gourmet. For this reason, however, I feel qualified to take up the defense for the most totally belittled, bedeviled and cussed organization on
campus the residence halls dining cornons.
I realize the odds may not be in my
favor, but after reading Mingo Mazzei-s
staff comment (Daily. March 31) lowering the dining commons to Bert s
Beonery slop shop status, I feel someone
should starrd up for this berated underdog.
Its a relatively well known fact that in
the affluent society of the United States,
many students are spoiled and like to
complain. They have been raised on
Mamma’s home cooking and when they
ore faced with anything else, many
cringe in revulsion (but they still eat it).

The fact remains that the commons
does supply a choice of main dishes for
every meal and a good assortment of
side dishes and desserts to accompany
them. This is more than most college
food facilities offer.
I found Mingo’s attack on the -unpleasant and unhappy commons’ employees
as unnecessary and unkind. Filling
plates for complaining students day
after day is not a particularly rewording
or exciting position. Still, a pleasant
remark to these bread line ogres always
brings a pleasant response.
Those students who truthfully feel
they can’t stomach the commons’ food
are left with at least two clear alternatives: return to the protection and
safety of mother’s kitchen or move out
and begin taking notes with the Galloping Gourmet.

A

Crime in the Streets

Staff Comment

The Pied Piper of Genocide
By TONY ROEGIERS
"...Why, I warrant my Son thought
nothing belong’d to a Father, but
Forgiveness and Affection, no Authority,
no Correction, no Arbitrary Power:
nothing to be done, but for him to
offend, and me to pardon. I warrant you,
if he danc’d till Doomsday, he thought I
was to pay the Piper.-William Congreve
The wind howled down Main Street as
a teenaged boy dove for a fly ball in the
sand lot across from his house. He
jumped up and threw the ball to first
base, catching the runner out.
Billy was hero that day, while inside,
at home, his mother and father heard
Wolter Cronkite tell unemotionally of an
American Special Forces sergeant killed
in action in South Vietnam. They switched off the tube, never dreaming that that
far away country would become more
and more a part of the day’s news.
A decade later their son, a grown man
now, went off to fight in that war, while
other parents of teen -aged boys listened
distractedly to the some Walter Cronkite
telling of more death across the sea.
And above them all, the piper played,
demanding payment for the genocide of
a notion. The people left it to the politicians, who made excuses, called defeat
victory, and begged for time. The
people, in whose name countless men,
women and children had died, slept.
But the piper was still there, and the
politicians and the army knew the
people had to pay.
And pay they have, in their sleep, with
tens of thousands of young lives. Now
they will pay with yet another life
because Billy is not a hero today. He is a
martyr, sacrificed to the piper on a
mountain of purple majesty.
Touching, isn’t it? But William Colley
Jr. is as guilty as hell, for he created a
mound of bleeding bodies out of a whole
village of women and children.
Senator Dodd is wrong when he
claims, in Calley’s defense, that we
hanged no soldiers at Nuremberg. We
hanged Field Marshall Wilhelm Keitel,
who was, according to Kingsbury Smith
of the International News Service, "the
first military leader to be executed
under the new concept of Allied international law the principle that professional soldiers cannot escape justice for
waging aggressive wars against humanity by claiming they were mecely carrying out orders of their superiors:’
From these trials we get the Nuremberg Edict a man is first a human being
and second a soldier.
Now Lt. Colley should be losing his
freedom because he was not enough of

a human being to see that what he was
doing was wrong.
But It. Colley was not found guilty for
this reason. He was found guilty because
he played into the piper’s hands.
As men like Julius Streicher were
hanged for making lamp shades of the
skin of humanity, so will It. Calley lose
his liberty for making himself into a bar
of soap.
Yes, Lt. Colley is the bar of soap with
which the United States of America
washes her hands after more than 10
years of atrocities equal to My Lai.
The politicians are paying the piper,
while silent America sleeps, and they
dance to her tune.

Letters To
The Editor

Visual Clutter
41)1*i 11 11)Cd.

Editor
Though we are only recent arrivals in
the city of San Jose, we are extremely
disturbed by the huge amount of visual
pollution which exists within the city.
Billboards, utility poles and wires, gaudy
commercial structures, and blatant signs
clutter adding little to the aesthetic
quality of San Jose’s environment.
Currently there is a proposed ordinance amending part 19 of Chapter 1 of
Article IX to prohibit billboards in the
downtown area. The Planning Director,
the Planning Commission (by unanimous
vote), the Fine Arts Agency, and the
Redevelopment Agency have all urged
adoption of this ordinance.
In light of these facts it is indeed ironic
that three current San Jose City Councilmen (Collo, Mineta, Goglio), one of
whom is running for re-election and two
of whom are running for mayor, have
seen fit to purchase billboard space
within or near the downtown area.
We urge that the citizens of San Jose
seriously consider environmental as
well as social and economic issues when
voting for city officials. If the actions of
these three councilmen are any indication of the respect which these men
have for the environment of San Jose
(and indeed we think they are), then it is
imperative that they be defeated at the
polls!
Marc S. Weiss
Glenn R. McClish
155 S. 11th St. No. 5
San Jose, California
’IASSURE YOU...WE HAVE NO INTENTION OP EXPANDING THIS
WAR IN INDOCHINA!’

I have reason to believe that the FBI is
not investigating me. This concerns me. I
want the FBI to investigate me.
I think the reason for the omission of
me in the FBI files of 8.5 million Americans, is that I hove things physically and
mentolly wrong -right with me that are
not suspicious.
My hair is shorter than Mia Farrow’s. I
have moderate sideburns but nothing
really threatening. When the sun comes
out my nose turns red, but many think
this cute rather than, you know, pinkooriented.
My GPA is respectable among the
less -than -average -intelligence
group
(the leaders of our country).
I used to play golf (a rich man’s game)
quite a lot. I got to where I could shoot in
the 70’s to the envy of Spiro Agnew and
others. However, I can’t play much any
more because I’m poor and eating
seems more relevant.
I go to church every Sunday, if for no
other reason than I can find peace and
love in God when it is so scarce in mon.
I have never really done a lot of things
that would make me subject to FBI
investigation, either. I have never
thrown a rock through a window for fear
I might hit someone. Also, I have never
figured out where they find all the rocks
like in a downtown area which is solid
cement.
I have never called a cop a pig because I don’t believe in dehumanizing
anyone more than our society does
anyway. On top of that, pigs are intelligent animals.
I have never smoked grass or dropped
acid because I like to know where my
mind is at in case I have to use it. I hove
never advocated violence because it
hurts. I have never cried revolution because there are a lot of good things and
good people that just need redirection.
I am against war, not just Southeast
Asia, but all wars, because I could never
lustify killing anyone simply because he
is not my next door neighbor. But I don’t
think that is a reason for investigation.
That’s simply complying with one side of
society’s mouth.
When you come right down to it, I am
a pretty straight guy. Yet I want to be
investigated by the FBI. I know it seems
the FBI has no good reason to investigate me. I wish I could do something,
perhaps in this column, that would make
me worthy of investigation.
All things considered, when a product
who meets the ideals of established
society, such as myself, feels inwardly
that he doesn’t want to be identified
with his country’s actions, then maybe
he should be put at the top of the list of
those who are being investigated.
Please, Mr. Hoover, see what you can
do for me.
Steve E. Swenson
EDITOR’S NOTE 1 The Letters to the Editor
section of the editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, local, national or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such current affairs. Contributions to Letters to
the Editor must not exceed 250 words,
must be typewritten, double spaced
within 40-space margins and properly
signed with the writer’s name and
faculty or AS number. The Daily will not
print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The
editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.
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News Review

Calley Gets Life

Bunny’s Basket, Burden

EOP Marchers
Seek Support

Compiled From Associated Press
FT. BENNING, Ga.Lt. William Caney Jr. was sentenced
to life imprisonment yesterday by the same jury that convicted him of murdering My Lai villagers three years ago.
The sentence is subject to automatic and extensive appeals.
Calley, flanked by his civilian and Army attorneys, saluted
the jury foreman, and clinched his fist as he awaited the
verdict. As soon as he heard the word, -to be confined at hard
labor for the length of your natural life," Calley let out a deep
breath.
The six-man jury had deliberated five hours and 58 minutes
since they got the penalty phase of the case Tuesday.
In addition, Calley was ordered dismissed from the service
and must forfeit all pay and allowances. His monthly salary
is $773.10.
A small group of demonstrators walked in orderly fashion
around the stockade where Calley is being held. Another
group, estimated at about 500 held a "march for Calley" rally
at the municipal stadium in nearby (’olumbus, Ga.

Anyone who wants to join
the Easter Education Pilgrimage to Sacramento in
Support of the Educational
Opportunity Program is
urged to come on the fiveday march, according to
Gabe Reyes, chairman of
ME CNA, the Chicano community -student organization
group sponsoring the pilgrimage.
Reyes pointed out that although the Easter Education
Pilgrimage to Sacramento is
a Chicano organized and
sponsored activity, all stu-

Tate Lawyer Identified
Ii

VENTURA, Calif.The Ventura County Coroner’s office
said yesterday it has positively identified a body found in a
creek as that of the missing Sharon Tate murder trial
attorney Ronald Hughes,
Deputy Coroner Merle Peters said identification was made
through comparison of Hughes’ dental charts with those of
the badly decomposed body found in rugged Sespe Springs
over the weekend.
Peters said findings of an autopsy were not yet complete,
and no cause of death has been established. Nor could he
estimate how long Hughes has been dead.

Boys Trap Grandpa
MEHAMA, Ore.Two little boys built an elephant pit over
the weekend.
In it, they trapped a grandfather.
Kelvin Holt, 7, and a 5-year-old buddy worked for three
days digging a hole in the back yard of Kelvin’s grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Merle Phillippi.
They covered it with sticks, then camouflaged it with
straw.
When grandpa Phillippi drove his pickup truck over the
spot, a front wheel dropped out of sight.
Grandpa was as angry as a caged elephant, and the two
boys did what any hunter would do. They fled.

Air Crash Kills Five Pilots
ONTARIO, Calif.Five Western Airline pilots were killed
yesterday in a flaming crash of their Boeing 7201-1B jetliner
at Ontario International Airport while landing on a training
flight.
A Western spokesman said the plane crashed at Ontario, 35
miles due east of the Los Angeles International field, while
making "low approaches" for practice landings. Only pilots
were aboard the plane, which can carry 120 passengers.
For an unknown reason, the four-engine jet slammed into
the ground in an open area about 3,000 feet east of the end of
the airport’s main east-west runway, the spokesman said.

California Gets Park Land
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.President Nixon yesterday
turned over six miles of Pacific beachfront, owned by the
Marine Corps 30 years, to the state of California for park
land.
Judged one of the state’s best surfing beaches, the property
lies just to the south of the western White House and comes in
two parcels, divided by a nuclear power plant.
Nixon emphasized that this was only the first in a series of
moves in all parts of the country to make available unneeded
federal land for parks and recreational areas.

EUROPE
One Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
From Oakland to
Madrid & Munich
Marseille & Pisa

Aug. 26
Sept. I

Stockholm IL Copenhagen
Seat, 6

A limited number of
spaces are available to
faculty, staff, students of
The California State Colleges

Fare: $195
One Way
For t’nformation:
Office of
International Programs
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco,
California 94123
1415) 469- 1004

Council
Okays
Treaty
Gave recognition to five
clubs on campus; the Biophoto Club, the SJS Democratic Coalition, the FilipinoAmerican Student AssoFinancial
the
ciation,
Association,
Management
and Sigma Chi Sigma, a professional service organization.
Approved the appointment of Linda Preston, a
black woman student, as
upper division representative on council. Miss Preston began in her official
capacity as a council member at yesterdays meeting.
While introducing herself,
Miss Preston reminded
council only one woman on
council was representing
upper division students and
said "more black input was
needed on council."

Gabriel Bunny, one of the elite corps of
Easter Bunny helpers, decides this load
is too heavy. Pausing on the campus
lawn, Gabriel tries to lighten the load by

bailing out a couple of eggs. But, even
this task is a problempaws never were
very good for gripping hen eggs.
Photo by Dave Thurber

$80,850 Budget Approved,
But Temporarily Denied
By CLIFF MATOI
Daily Political Writer
While the Associated Students’ Budget Committee
approved the budget requests of the Spartan Daily,
the Music Department,
Experimental College, Women’s Intercollegiate Athletics and Sparta Camp
Tuesday afternoon, the A.S.
business administration had
its $80,850 budget temporarily denied.
The major point of dispute
was an item in the business
budget which allocated funds
for the secretary of William
Felse, the student affairs
business manager and
manager of Spartan shops.
Mike Buckley, A.S. treasurer, contended, as did
several other committee
members, that Felse’s
secretary’s activities were
not directly benefiting or
serving the A.S.
Buckley discussed the
matter with Felse yesterday
and said Felse believed the
budget requests to be fair
since many of his activities
and those of his secretary
and staff which affect the
AS. could come under the
heading of shared expenses,
making it cheaper than
hiring two separate staffs.
Buckley said he will present
a breakdown of these shared
expenses at today’s committee meeting.
The current request of
$80,850, inflated by merit
raises and cost of living
raises as well as a position
another
transfer from
budget, is more than $12,000
higher than last year’s total.
The Spartan Daily, which
is no longer an A.S. activity,
was granted $40,000 to renew

the A.S. subscription.
James Lee, the committee
chairman, explained to the
committee members that
last year’s Daily budget was
approved with the stipulation that after two years a
review would be made and a
study made into the possibility of the Daily becoming
independent.
flyde E. Lawrence, associate professor of journalism
and advertising adviser for
the Spartan Daily, told the
committee that progress was
being made, but although
advertising revenues had
gone up and printing costs
had gone down, actual progress couldn’t be gauged
until the end of the fiscal
year.
The request was approved
7-3-1, but Lee asked for an
immediate review to see
exactly what progress was
being made and how long it
would be before an independently funded Spartan
Daily would be feasible.
The Music Department’s
request for $26,268.45 was
passed with the stipulations:
that the money be reallocated to individual programs through the music
council and the department
chairman.
that a line item budget
be submitted to the budget
committee no later than July

lege received approval for
their $3852.50 request without difficulty and Sparta
Camp received $4800 despite
the absence of Dave Long,
head of the A.S. program, or
any other Sparta Camp representative. Women’s Intercollegiate Athletics was
granted $10,150 for its activities.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Field Class
Available
In Ecology
For SJS students who are
remaining in the Bay Area
during Easter vacation, the
Natural Science Department
is offering an extension
course dealing with the tools
and techniques used in field
ecology.
The one-unit class will be
held from 9 a.m. to 12 noon
and 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. April
5-8 for a $19 fee.
Numbered
Natural
Science 167 and entitled
-Selected Topics Workshop
in Natural History and Ecology," the class will be
taught by Dr. Richard F.
Thaw and will also include
instruction on plant identification, area mapping,
basic astronomy and laboratory work

dents who want to support
EOP and the Chicano education program are welcome.
The march will begin
tomorrow morning at 7 at
Backesto Park, North 13th
Street, and will end Wednesday, in front of the Sacramento capital. Pe..iodic
stops along the march route
will include Niles, tomorrow
night Livermore on Saturday, Stockton on Sunday,
and Thornton on Monday.
The pilgrimage, organized
to protest drastic EOP cuts
in the proposed state budget
as well as pointing out
deficiencies and inequalities
in the state educational program, will be supported by
various Chicano and individual organizations which
will provide food, water and
emergency
transportation
for the marchers.
The march will cover
approximately 20 miles a

day with a 35 -mile shuttle
between Livermore and
Stockton to avoid freeways
PIETR ’S
ITALIAN cUISINE
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MUSIC TURN YOU ON?
TURN ON TO MUSIC
Buy or Rent a Guitar or Drum
Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.
We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.

PHONE 275-1155

MARIO’S MINI GOURMET
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Lunch Specials Daily All Day Long]
We Specialize in Ice Cream Dishes
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STEVENS CREEK
SANTA CLARA
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1

that $3785.85 be set aside
for marching band uniforms.
that music programs
which do not use their funds
will return 50 per cent to the
A.S. and give the other 50 per
cent to the music council for
reallocation to other activities.
SJS’s Experimental Col

Jewelers
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Injury Plagued Spikers Face WSU

Another Power Awaits Reeling Trackmen
By JOHN MURPHY
Daily Sports Editor
At the beginning of the
season the team was ranked
one of the top thank powers in
the nation. It had four dual
meets scheduled with some
of the strongest teams on the
West Coast. It has now lost
three of these meets and will
face the fourth power away
from home.
This is the dilemma the
Spartan track team finds
itself in when it travels to
Pullman, Wash, for a dual
meet with a strong Washington State team and Idaho
State this Saturday.
The Spartans suffered
their third consecutive
defeat last weekend when
the Beavers of Oregon State
ran past SJS, 92-62. Stanford
and UC Berkeley have also
handed the Spartans defeats
this season.

The problems of SJS can
be broken down into two
categories: injuries and illness. The Spartans have yet
to field a completely healthy
team this season. This
weekend will be no different.
-The injuries have definitely been a major factor
in our three losses,"

evaluated coach Ernie Bullard. "You can’t have the
things happen to us that have
and face the schedule we do
and still expect to win."
SPRINTERS
’rhe sprint area, suppose
to be one of the strong points
of this year’s squad, has
suffered the brunt of the
problems.

-Against Oregon State our
sprint area broke down for
us," continued the Spartan
coach. -Kirk Clayton was
still bothered by a hamstring
pull and did not run. Billy
Gaint.s is still not in shape.
lie’s tr oo but it takes a
long too, tii get back into
shape ii Ii wing out of

track tor two years."
lay ton turned in a 9.4 IOU
against Stanford while
Gaines has been bothered by
illness and has not yet
rounded into shape.
On the defeat Bullard con. It was just a wasted
Saturday. With our team
han ’tiered like it was, we just

truatrIGHTs

TOW
Tel MAMMA A114151(1
151 114.0

EXCLUSIVE’
"FIRST RUN!"
rUDENTS $1.00

INVESTIGATION
OF A CITIZEN
.)
above
suspicion
LIFETIME BESTGary Hanson comes In ahead of Oregon
State runner Gordon Currier in a time of 14:04.4, a lifetime
best for the Spartan, during the OSU-SJS meet last Satarday,
%ton by OSU 92-62. This week, the traekmen will attempt to
break a three week losing string as the team travels to
Pullman to challenge Washington State and Idaho State.
Daily photo by D. J. Salvatore

- ALSO
WILLIAM WYLER’S
"THE COLLECTOR"

HEAVE HO!Gary O’Sullivan of the track team prepares to
throw the biggest caster egg on record, a 16 pounder. The
Easter Bunny will accompany O’Sullivan and the rest of the
Spartan track team to Pullman, Wash., this week as the
spikers try to end a three-meet losing streak.
Daily photo by D. J. Salvatore
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CITY CENTER MOTEL
COLOR TELEVISION
FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE CALLS
COFFEE - KITCHEN APTS - HEATED POOL
AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS
24 HOUR WAKE-UP SERVICE

By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Sports Writer
Number two goes gunning
for number one tomorrow
when the Spartans travel to
Long Beach to face the 49ers
in Pacific Coast Athletic
Association baseball play.
Long Beach, 4-2 in the
conference, puts its league
lead on the line against the
second place Spartans, 2-1,
in a three game series.
Tomorrow’s single game
will be the first for SJS in 10
days, and only the second
PCAA series for the Spartans. Sophomore Mike Rusk,
3-3, draws the pitching
chores for the first game.

He’ll face junior John Keisler, 3-1 this year and an allPCAA player last season.
For Saturday, Spartan
coach Gene Menges has
chosen a pair of right-handers, junior Dave Imwalle
and senior Raleigh Rhodes,
both 4-0. John Gonsalves of
the 49ers is expected to
counter with Gary Addeo, 51, and Pete Martinez, 3-2,
also right handers.
Menges was doubtful
yesterday whether his
pitchers would be ready for
the biggest weekend of the
season after the long layoff.
-It’s hard to tell," he
moaned. -If they do a good
es.

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Anthony D. Campagna,
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

294-2995
74311
.or
45 E

REED ST.

gave them too many points."
Bullard will be taking an
abbreviated squad of 23
tracksters to Pullman. "The
emphasis for us this weekend will be on individual
performances. We’re not
going to overwork any one
person to win the meet."
The SJS coach expects the
Cougars to field a very
strong team, while Idaho
State will feature some good
individual performers.

MOTEL
Member of
Western
Motor Lodge

Open Till Midnight
Every Day of the Year
50 East Santa Clara-293-7500

PRESCRIPTIONS
.M1 41M1

OM.

20 & Iod

Sonic strong individual
performinanoes highlighted
the loss to the Beavers last
Saturday.
Greg Born won the shot put
with his season best of 59.0.
Born opened the season with
a put of 55-9,2 and has improved every week.
Gary Hanson had his lifetime best in winning the
three mile at 14:04.4 with a 60
second last lap. Bill Crawford posted his season best in
the high jump at 6-9.
Bullard singled out several
individuals for their season
long performances. "Quality
wise, Greg Born, Mike Metz
and Bob Richards have done
an outstanding job. Perhaps
the greatest improvement
has been by Tom Wilson who
has bettered his discus best
by 20 feet."
Bullard continued, "The
consistency of Gary O’Sullivan has been really strong.
For durability, Elmo Dees
and Buck Black are the top
two here. The performance
of George Carty in the high
hurdles is real quality."
Metz bettered his lifetime
best in the javelin last weekend by 3 feet, 254-10.
Richards has vaulted 16-7
this season, improving his
previous best by 6,2". Wilson
threw the discus 176-7
against the Beavers. O’Sullivan has been a consistent
placer for SJS in the shot
put and discus. Elmo Dees

tr am u r CI I S

has been running the 220, 440,
440 relay and mile relay for
the Spartans while Black has
!ken in the 880, mile and mile
relay for SJS. Carty has not
lost the highs this year.
"Right now we’re eyeing
the large invitationals and
the PCAA finals," added the
track coach. "This is what
we’re programming the
team for as far as training
and injury rehabilitation
goes."
TIME
Bullard added, "It’s just
going to take time. That’s
what it takes to correct an
injury and get back into
shape. We have been doing
this with some of our distance runners and they
should see action in about
two weeks." Bullard is
speaking of Cliff Chisam,
Nick Rosner and. Bob

Stevens. All three have been
out of action this season due
to injuries.
"We just need time to work
out these problems," stated
Bullard. "We know we have
a good team here."
Over Easter vacation, the
SJS track team will travel
south for the San Diego
Relays, April, 10.
PLANNING ON
MARRIAGE?
...have a professionally
photographed wedding
for only $95.00 and
receive 40 5 by 5 color
prints in an album.
(F Om development
not included)

Call Ted
321-5574 Eves.
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DICK LLOYD’S
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

FREE Complete Electronic Engine
Analysis with each tune-up.
V.111/. Complete tune-up. Parts & Labor. $17.95.
Other Makes
Comparable Prices.
346 Josefa St.
(Between Auzerais and San Carlos)
San Jose, California

ONE
FREE LESSON
JUJITSU
Japanese Self -Defense System
Classes Tue. and Fri. 7:30-9 pm
S9/Month-once a week
S15/Month-twice a week
Spectators welcome

Academy oi Seil-Delenst
701-7A Kings Row

Three spring sports are
job and win, they were scheduled to begin in the
ready, If they don’t, they next three weeks. Fast -pitch
didn’t have enough work." softball begins April 14, slowThe test for Menges’ staff pitch begins April 19, and
should come from 49er swimming starts April 12.
Entry deadline for swimsecond baseman Jim Seida,
the PCAA’s leading hitter at ming teams is April 19.
.475. Seida, a two time all- Teams will compete in a two
conference player, is being day meet. Intramural Directouted by Long Beach as an tor Dr. Dan Unruh urged
All American candidate as is teams to organize before the
Easter break to be ready for
Keisler.
Menges has announced Al deadlines the following
Meza, 1-1, and Terry Gal- week.
yean, 1-0, as his relief
pitchers for the weekend if
needed. The two have
combined for only 16 innings
of pitching this year due to
rainouts.
The SJS coach said the
series will be too important
to give everybody badly
needed playing time, but
warned against over eniphasizing the three game
set. "I don’t want the kids to
think the year is over if they
lose this weekend."
The Spartans lead the
PCAA northern division but
the overall championship
will be decided by the best
record in both the north and
sou t!

for further information call:
247-1444 or 287-6829
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FREE
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Crown at Stake
For Judo Team
By GARY RUBIN
Daily Sports Writer
-D" day is just two days
away for the SJS judo team.
In this case the "I)" stands
for "defend" as the Spartan
judo team puts its nine
straight National Collegiate
Athletic’ Association titles on
the line at U.C. Berkeley in
Harmon Gym at 10:00.
Ever since the inception of
NCAA competition in judo
back in 1962, the title has
been won by SJS.
This year, coach Yosh
Uchida will attempt to make
an even decade of dominence
in judo as he will take six
men to defend the title
against more than 55 schools
entered in competition.
Uchida will take to Berkeley a team that has had
tournament experience in

PURITAN
OIL
COMPANY
Regular

29.9
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31.9
Prices subject to
change without notice

Cigarettes 35c
10th & Taylor
6th & Keys
4th & Williams
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three positions and is lacking
that experience in the other
three spots.
Although Uchida admitted
that the Spartans are again
the pre-tourney favorites,
several schools have come
along that could give the
Spartans trouble.
schools that are
really tough are Florida
State and Colorado State,"
said Uchida yesterday
morning. "Florida has really
been building up their program and has over 816,000 to
scholarships.
give
for
Colorado has on their team,
the United States high school
champion of last year and a
gold medalist from the Pan
American games."
There will be six weight
categories in the NCAA
finals. The weights are 139,
154, 165, 176, 205, and heavyweight.
Representing the Spartans
in those weight classes are
Rod Parr, Bill Gouin, Mack
Kusomoto, Greg Martin,
John Reed, and Dave Long.
Parr, going in the 139
weight class, is the only returnee from last year’s
championship team. Last
year, Parr was second in his
class and additionally is the
team captain.
"Rod is one of the leaders
of the team," stated Uchida.
"He is one of the hardest
working men on the team
and has competed in judo for
10 years. He is a 24 year old
senior. His brother Lee, was
captain of the team two
years ago."
"Bill Gouin won this class
in the 1967 championships,
but for the last two years has
served in the Marines," explained Uchida. "Bill is a
good competitor and is good
on arm bars and has excellent mat technique.
"In the 165 weight class,
Mack Kusomoto will be
entered in NCAA competition for the first time," said
Uchida. "Mack is a 22 year

-Two
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old senior who is very quick
and agile and is especially
hard to throw. This will be
his first NCAA competition.
"Greg Martin is the
youngest man on the team,"
continued Uchida. -He is
only 19 and is a sophomore,
transfering to SJS from San
Joaquin Delta. He has a lot of
drive and is very strong and
physical, especially for his
weight.
"John Reed is in the 205
division. He too has a tough
position to fill," said Uchida.
"He will be taking over for
Doug Graham who won last
year and is one of the very
best in the country.
"Our heavyweight is Dave
Long., even though he weighs
just 185 pounds," Uchida
said. "Two years ago he
competed in the 176 division
but was out last year with a
knee injury. We put him in
the heavyweight division because we feel he has the
know-how and the cunningness, to cope with people 40,
50 or 60 pounds heavier."
"It is getting tougher each
year," Uchida admitted.
"Every team and school
hates us because we win so
much, just like UCLA in
basketball. Because we are
the champs, everyone tries
that much harder against

SJS Gym Champs
4a. Face NCAA Field
MOO
\

By BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer
There is such a thing as
dedication to a sport and if it
counts for anything, Joe
Sweeney, Jim ’I’urpin, Ed
Sparacino and Bill Barnwell
deserve to win at the NCAA
Gymnastics Championships,
April 1-3, in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
All four are currently
ranked as top gymnasts on
the west coast, as a result of
their outstanding performances at tLe recent Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
Championships at Santa
Barbara. Not only did they
qualify for the NCAA Championships at that meet, but
also served as the backbone
of the SJS squad that captured the team title.
allSweeney,
PCAA
around champion, will corn-

WHAM, RAMDave Long, one of six Spartans going to the
NCAA Finals in judo this Saturday at U.C. Berkeley,
prepares to throw a teammate in a recent practice. The SJS
team will be after its 10th straight NCAA crown this
Saturday. Fifty-five or more schools will be entered in the
competition scheduled to go all day.
Daily photo by Dave Thurber

Sports
Slate

BASEBALL
April 2, SJS at Long Beach
State, 2:30
April 3, SJS at Long Beach
State (2), 12:00
April 6, Hayward State at
SJS, 3:00
April 7, Chico State at SJS
(2), 12:00
April 9, San Diego State at
SJS, 2:30
April 10, San Diego State at
SJS 21, 12:00
The Spartans will be going
JUDO
with the same lineup as that
April 3, NCAA Finals, U.C.
that faced Stanford. Carlos
Kirrnayr again will play No. Berkeley, Harmon Gym, All
1, with Terry Moor and Hank Day
Lloyd playing in the second
TENNIS
April 1, University of
and third spots.
The fourth through sixth Idaho at SJS, 2:00
April 3, 4, San Jose All
spots will be occupied by
Rock Fitzpatrick, Andy Corners, All Day
April 9, University of RedMoffat and Robbie Wheatlands at SJS 2:00
ley.
If Krikorian dips lower,
TRACK
most likely he will use Jan
April 3, SJS at Washington
Young, Terry Rodgers or State, All Day
Rick Ishikawa.
Apri110, San Diego Relays,
All Day

Netters Try Comeback;
Take On Idaho Today
Momentarily derailed by
the Stanford express, the SJS
tennis team attempts to get
back on the right tracks
today as the University of
Idaho invades the SJS courts
today at 2:00.
Tuesday afternoon, Stanford completely dominated
the Spartan netters, winning
9-0, and ending the SJS win
string at seven.
Coach Butch Krikorian, although naturally disappointed at losing to the Stanford
team, looked at the loss in a

very objective manner.
"The entire Stanford team
played extremely well and it
was their good playing
rather than our poor playing
that decided the match,"
Krikorian noted. "I would
rate the Indian team as No. 3
in the nation, and they will
definitely be a contender to
UCLA in the NCAA finals."
Krikorian will start his
first six against Idaho, but
possibly go with some other
of his men if the match gets
out of hand in SJS’ favor.

Spring Practice Nears
For Water Polo Squad
Spring practice for the SJS
water polo team begins
Monday, April 12, at 2:30 in
the Spartan pool.
Coach Lee Walton is
expecting 24 candidates to
attend the training sessions
which will run two hours a
day until May 7. Spring practice will be climaxed by the
annual varsity-alumni game
at 7:30 that night.
Taking part in the spring
drills which are aimed at
conditioning and improvement of skills will be 12
returnees including AllAmericans Ken Belli and
Fred Belcher.
Again this year the SJS

Northern California

PREMIERE!

poloists will be competing
for the water polo decathalon
award. The players will be
judged on 10 areas of water
polo ability and the highest
scorer will receive the
award. The competition was
won last spring by two time
All American Mike Monsees.
The annually powerful
Spartans finished second to
Long Beach State in the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association race last season.
SJS finished behind Long
Beach again in the NCAA
championships when they
placed fourth.
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New ’71 Head skis from $79.99
New ’71 Fischer skis from 89.99
New ’71 Kneissl skis from 49.99
New ’71 Lange ski Boot from 69.99
New ’71 Plastic buckle Boots from 17.99
New ’71 Tyrolia Bindings reduced 50%
All ’71 skiwear reduced 40-80%
by Head. Roffe, Edelweiss, ect.
Panta, Parkas, Sweaters, Warm-ups, Windshirts,
Jumpsuits, Hats, etc.
plus
Rentals and Demo Skis and Boots From $4.99
Total stock of rental Pants and Parkas your choice
$4.99 ea. Save without sacrificing personalized
services. Sport shack really does care about skiers.

Patch pockets front and back, stitched
$9.00410.00 a pair.
and flared. Great fit for guys and gals.
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Agriculture degree or
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can stop it

Francois Truffaut’s

I SALE
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No feminine spray

three are good if I can hit my
vault."
In addition to deciding college champions, the NCAA
will also be deciding coach of
the year. Jennett is one of the
four nominees and was
recently named Western Regional Coach of the Year.

:itanitasitic
ring;

GRADUATING
MEN AND
WOMEN!

The
other
odor

pete in all-around. Turpin
will be in floor exercise and
Vaulting, Sparacino in rings
and Barnwell in high bar. To
qualify for the nationals, a
gymnast must place in the
top three in an indi idual
event in conference finals.
Sweeney took first in
parallel bars and high bar.
Turpin finished third in floor
exercise and first in vaulting,
while
Sparacino
grabbed a first on rings and
Barnwell took second on high
bar.
"Turpin’s chances of a win
are excellent," commented
coach Clair Jennett. He
added, "Sweeney’s chances
are good and Sparacino and
Barnwell will have to
perform their all-time best."
This afternoon are the
compulsories. From the
compulsories are determined the 20 qualifiers for
tomorrow’s optional competition. These 20 are further
narrowed down to six top
qualifiers in each event for
Saturday night’s finals.
Team competition is Saturday afternoon.
"I think the real deciding
factor will be the compulsories," stated Turpin. He
continued, "I think my
chances of placing in the top

1
,

52 S. First St.
Downtown, San Jose
A lso

564 S. Murphy
at El Camino
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Tony Awards

SJS Choir Joins
Ozawa Orchestra
The A Cappelli’ Choir,
which is going on tour this
month, will be appearing in
concert with the San Francisco Sy mphony Orchestra,
conducted by Sent Ozawa,
today and tomorrow at the
San Francisco Opera House
and Saturday at Foothill College.
The choir has performed
with the San Francisco Symphony before, as well as with
the Oakland and San Jose
Symphonies.
Highlight of the concert
will be the performance of
Beethoven’s -Choral Fantasia," a piece which requires piano, orchestra,
choir and six soloists.
Originally, the soloists were

to be members of the San
But,
Francisco Opera.
through a change in plans,
they were chosen from the
choir.
’the SJS solists are
Michael Fager, tenor:
Ronald Gerard, bass: Margaret Gorham, alto; Gerald
Johnson, tenor; Teddi Lefton, soprano and Susan
Mukuno, soprano.
Perhaps the most exciting
thing about working with
professional musicians such
as the symphony members is
working with their maestro,
Ozawa. The choir members
found this to be true at their
first rehearsal with the symphony Tuesday. Ozawa, who
had memorized the entire

Tribute

score for the concert, took
control and led the choir
through rehearsal masterfully. He was rewarded for
his efforts with three
minutes of solid applause.
KIWI, 1550 AM and 95.7
FM, will broadcast tomorrow night’s performance of
the concert. Those interested
in seeing a live performance,
however, can go to Foothill
College and hear truly great
music.
The upcoming tour is the
fifth one the choir has made.
The first tour was in 1931,
followed by three others. All
four tours were sponsored by
the Associated Students, and
had such itineraries as Santa
Barbara and Marysville.

SHOWAbstract
MASTER’S
dominate Jeanette Styborslors

forms
painting

exhibit, in the art gallery, which will end
tomorrow.
Daily photo by Carlo Brosaschetti

Art Gallery

Blobs Quiver
ment of three colors.
Daily photo by John Ainley

"SUPER GRAPHIC"Rick von Holdt’s
hallway painting exhibits much fluid move-

Fluids Flow

Artist Paints Hallway
It’s always nice to enjoy a
good mural painting, but it’s
an extra thrill to watch the
artist at work.

FREE
XEROX
COPIES

3 wan this CCIllpiin
thro 4/15 - 4/18
.ne Coupon per order)

3c COPIES
COPY
COLLEGE
t. SAN ANTONIO
7 DAYS 287-1 81 1
9:30 p.rj
L:30 a. 171.

For three days, SJS art
major Rick von Holdt could
be seen industriously painting his -Super Graphic"
hallway exhibit in the Art
Department,
Von Holdt, clad in painter’s overalls, used latex
house paint in grey, blue and
black to paint the words
"Super Graphic" in swirling
cirlces and lines on the
canvas-covered wall.
-This is the first time I did
anything this big," he commented about his 8.2 -by -144 foot painting. "I did it just
for fun," he added.
Von Holdt’s enthusiasm

Darlene Miller, R.E.-Marilynn Banchgto R.E.

Permanent Hair Removal
Lip, chin, cheeks, forehead, neck, legs,
underarms, abdomen

Newest methods-Free consultation
Two locations to serve you:

247N. Third
295-0995

2066 The Alameda
243-1221

HO WARDS
CRYSTAL
CREAMERY
...good anyway you
look at it!
715 L SANTA CLARA

for his work radiates brilliantly from his three-toned
wall painting. There is a
smooth fluidity in the flowing
colors and the entire work, to
me at least, has a relaxing
effect on the viewer.
like many artists, Von
Holdt feels barren walls
should be decorated. -I think
the wall really needed it ( his
painting. This hallway
looked like a hospital
before," he explained. The
graphic arts student stated
that there has been good
response to his long -Super
Graphic."
Perhaps because the
hallway is so long, Von
Holdt’s colors seem like a
stream -lined river and
spread over the area in an
organized meandering path.
The artist first made a
scale model and then ruled
the outlines for "Super Graphic" on the art hallway’s
wall.
Rarely does the viewer
have the same aesthetic feeling for a work of art as the
painter does, but in this case
it seems true. Both viewer
and Von Holdt enjoy "Super
Graphic"maybe because
of its glowing colors or
perhaps it could be the bending movements of colors.
The main impression I got
from his work was one of
carefreeness and ease.
Great care was taken in
painting "Super Graphic"
and this is seen in the sharp
differentiation of the three
colors. The casual way in
which the brushstrokes were
executed reflect the easygoing personality of Von
Holdt.
CF.
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By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Entertainment Writer
What would an amoeba
look like standing under
colored flourescent lights
and magnified several million times in size. Probably
like the subjects of Jeanette
Styborski’s untitled paintings.
Her M.A. show which ends
tomorrow in the art gallery
contains several large paintings of quivering, blob-like
forms on solid-colored backgrounds.
The forms are abstract
and have an erotic reference, similar to some of the
works of painter Georgia
O’Keefe.
TECHNIQUE
Miss Styborski’s technique
in handling her subject
matter is consistent with
colors, placement of forms
on the canvas and shape of

forms varying only slightly.
The artist combines very
dark colors such as black
with very bright colors ( red)
creating a startling contrast
between form and background.
She also uses a backlighting of color behind many
forms. This can be clearly
seen in one picture, for
example, with a pink tonguelike form on a brilliant
yellow background and with
a red line outlined sharply
against the lighter color.
MULTI -HUED
One picture which receives
much attention from gallery
visitors is reminiscent of a
multi -hued, coiled snail.
Green, yellow, red and blue
are a few of the colors which
alternate with others as the
form coils tighter and tighter
into a complicated maze.
The one picture I espe-

the entire stage) was set up. mand!
As the lights went out, the
How do I know? I was
entire crowd jumped to its there and felt it. Santana felt
feet and began clapping and it. The crowd felt it. And
yelling. You couldn’t see that’s all that was needed to
anything except the multi- provide the most dynamic
colored lights of the ampli- musical trip I’ve ever experfiers on stage, but you could ienced!
hear Santana tuning up and
After about one hour of
getting ready.
music (including the best
Time dragged on and on, eight-minute drum solo I’ve
making those few dark heard anywhere ) the lights
minutes of wait seem like began to get fainter and
hours, until finally the lights fainter and eventually died
flashed on simultaneously out completely. When they
with Santana’s first note.
were turned on again, SanSantana was on, blaring tana was gone from the
drive
Latin
away its hard,
stage, as if it had vanished
that had everyone in Winter- into thin air.
land feeling their music!
STOMPING
GREAT!
Immediately the crowd
How did it sound? Great! began stomping, clapping,
But that wasn’t good enough screaming and yelling for
for Santana because they them to come back. Sure
proceeded to methodically enough, they did, to give us
get better and better and 15 more minutes of that
better, until making their beautiful Santana sound.
concert nearly impossible to
Then, after tossing their
describe.
tamborine and drumsticks
Playing many of their to the audience, Santana was
hard-driving songs from gone.
their first album, Santana
If you missed Santana’s
was up to their evil-ways of concert
weekend
last
keeping the audience right in (chances are you did since it
their hands throughout the was sold out by mid -week) it
entire concert. Santana was a shame. If you miss
changed the crowd’s mood their next one, it’ll be a
with each song, bringing crime!
their excitement up to a
Next week at Fillmore
fever pitch and keeping it West will be Buddy Miles,
there upon the music’s corn- and in two weeks, Sha-Na-Na
and John Mayall will appear
at Winterland.
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Santana Fever Pitch
By JOHN SEVERINI
Special to the Daily
Writers and journalists are
said to have an unwritten list
of "intangibles" that are
impossible to describe in
wordsthings like that almost forgotten smell of
clean, fresh air, or that feeling you get when you’ve met
that one special person.
Well, I’ve found another
item you can add to the list.
It’s called "Santana," and
the 6,000-plus people who
jammed into Winterland
Saturday night will have to
agree.
I’ll spare you those overused adjectives such as
"unbelievable," "fantastic,"
and "heavy," that make
every favorable review look
and sound the same. They
wouldn’t do me any good because they don’t begin to
convey the impact Santano
nad last weekend!
STRONG
The concert started with a
strong sounding band called
Grotma from Mann County.
They were followed by an
"all right" sounding blues
and country singer by the
name of Billy Rogers.
Then, with pictures of
Carlos Santana and other
band members flashing
above the stage, Santana’s
equipment ( which took up

opening night show stoppers.
Yul Brynner ( "The King
and I" L Zero Mostel ( "Fiddler on the Roof" and "A
Funny Thing Hpappened on
the Way to the Forum"),
Richard Kiley i "The Man of
I.a Mancha"), Florence
Henderson ( "The Sound of
Music"), Gwen Verdon
"Damn Yankees") and
Robert Preston ("The Music
Man") contributed the best
and most nostalgic of these
magic moments.
These segments demonstrated the type of entertainment Broadway can
produce that much of the
country never has a chance
to see.
BORESOME
The audience was still subjected to the same boresome,
bumbling acceptance
speeches from the typical
Broadway types, but they
were interspersed between
acts and easily bearable with
the knowledge that something better was coming.
For added prestige AnQuinn,
Anthony
thony
Quayle, Angela Lansbury
and Miss Bacall were around
to introduce each segment
with interesting tidbits of
trivia from the corresponding year. They utilized politics, films, TV and other
media to successfully lure
the viewer into the upcoming
act.
The entire affair can do
nothing but increase a wilted
reputation. The problem is,
Tony may have expended all
of her ammunition on a
single tremendous explosion.

MUNCHIES?

Hall Jammed

TRIP
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cially liked was of two grey
masses
mountain -like
separated by a light orange
and white form and placed
on a black background.
The painting is definitely
abstract in nature and, as
such, has no relation to the
real world of concrete objects. It gave me the impression, though, of a frozen
glacier moving through a
frozen valley.
The strange forms in the
paintings often have undulating lines indicating movement. At the same time, the
single form gives the composition a static quality.
Miss Styborski’s exhibit is
the type which need not be
studied carefully to get the
basic essence. All one has to
do is take in the curiousshaped forms and imagine
them as a type of microscopic life enlarged.

By TIM OSTERNIAN
Daily Staff Writer
For 25 years, Broadway’s
Tony Award has been the
black sheep of the entertainment awards family. Oscar
1.filins), and Emmy I television ) have been the stars
while little Patsy I for aninials in movies and TV) has
been the cute entity.
Named for Broauway
director Antoinette Perry,
the Tony award was founded
by the American Theater
Wing in 1947 and is now
administered by the League
of New York Theatres. The
awards signify Broadway’s
best of the year in numerous
categories.
UNKNOWN
While Academy Award
and Emmy telecasts always
attain wide viewer interest
and popularity, the Tony is
an unknown quantity to the
general public. The reason is
simple: Since the plays have
been shown in only a few
areas besides Broadway,
viewers aren’t familiar with
the majority of personalities
or shows involved in the
presentation.
When the league began
televising the awards a few
years ago, viewers were subjected to the same, static
show that the Oscar and
Emmy ceremonies offered,
only they didn’t recognize
anyone and couldn’t care
less. The result: Nobody
watched.
DOLDRUMS
Last Sunday the league
finally attempted to alleviate
these doldrums with some
originality on the awards
broadcast. Celebrating
Tony’s 25th birthday, the
producers mounted a lavish
tribute featuring a scene by
the original cast member
from each of the first 26 Tony
Award musical winners
( there have been two ties).
The 1970 awards were also
presented during the lengthy
program, but they were
definitely secondary to
performances.
From
"Finian’s Rainbow," the
first Tony winner in 1947,
through Lauren Bacall’s
"Applause," of 1969, the
scenes presented were truly
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Ski your heart out
at New Silver Basin Ski Area for an unbelievable
$3.50 a day, April 5th through April 9th. Present
your student body card and pay only $3.50 for
unlimited day -long use of Silver Basin’s two high.
capacitydouble chairs and ten beautifully
groomed runs (5 intermediate, 2 advanced, and
3 beginner). Bone up on your skills with hour and
a half lessons for only $2.50. Located in the heart
of the high powder country and Kit Carson Pass,
Silver Basin is the closest good snow to Son Jose.
Just drive to Stockton then East on Highway 88.
Open Daily 9AM to 4:30PM. Phone 209 2958816.

SILVER BASIN SKI AREA
44 Miles above Jackson on Highway 88
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Not an Everyday Occurrence

Hallucinations Accompany Certain Conditions
By ANNA BLACK
Daily Feature Editor
Hallucinations aren’t an
everyday occurrence for
most people.
Some people will never
hallucinate in a lifetime.
Yet, certain conditions are
associated with hallucinations.
Extreme hunger, exposure, or fatigue can bring
about hallucinations,
according to one author.
Schizophrenia or brain
diseases can cause them
also, he says. Intensely religious people, he feels, are
sometimes susceptible to
hallucinations.
But, perhaps, most widely
discussed today are hallucinations which are attributed to the psychedelic
drugs.
"The term hallucination is
a label, a judgment," said
Dr. Milton Andersen, assistant professor of psychology.
He called it a term of logic
which implies that what the
individual perceives is not
there.
Defining "hallucination"
is a problem in itself. Dr.
Andersen told of one night
when he camped, unknow-

ingly. by a train track. When
the train came it woke him
up and lie jumped screaming. Very vividly, he perceived that a saucer-like
spaceship was landing, lighted portholes and all. Would
this qualify as a hallucination he asked, even though
later he realized that it had
been a train?
AWARENESS
A number of SJS students
who have hallucinated on
psychedelic drugs said that
they were able to experience
visual hallucinations and
yet, simultaneously, realize
that these were a result of
the drug.
One curly-headed 22-year
old, an SJS student until this
semester, said, "One night
on acid USD) I saw three
ghostsI had my pickone
with a white -sheet, a
Frankenstein, and another
one. I thought I could prohibit my eyes from seeing
thembut they were there
anyway." He said, though,
that he was conscious that
the ghosts were hallucinations.
One man, writing on the
mechanism of the brain,

So long since
I had gazed into
those blue eyes
those uonderful chalices of honesty
assurance
love
troubled, I sought
their silent sanctuary
but
my pleading, questioning gaze
found only two
mirrors
I had to turn away
run away? (you came along
before no-desposit, no-return)
perhaps the litter has
blinded me
to beautymy God!
Suicide must be far more
humane
than taking one’s
own sight.
Lead me?

....

cited cases where patients,
who, for one reason or another, were blind in one
quarter of their field of
vision.
In the cases cited, the very
detailed hallucinations seen
in the dark quarter- such as
little men tying shoes by a
fireplacewere very convincing. The patients were
not aware that other people
were not perceiving the
vision.
CONTROLS
Dr. Ben Finney, of the psychology counseling center,
said, "The mental controls
that distinguish between
what is outside the mind and
what is the product of the
mind break down in a toxic
state."
How drugs actually break
down these controls is not yet
understood, he believes.
He talked about another
kind of control which sometimes breaks down with use
of psychedelic drugs. An
individual who has stored
ugly, unpleasant material in
his mind may find the repressed information pushing
up into the light as a result of
the drug. Someone bordering
on a psychosis may be overwhelmed by the things he
had been hiding.
RARITY?
Although we have mostly
been talking about visual
hallucinations, one may also
hear, feel, smell or taste
things not part of an objective reality.
Remembering all the
varieties of hallucinations, a
clinical psychologist named
Medlicott wrote in 1958,
-One person in ten is likely
to have had a vivid hallucination at some time in his
life."
On the other hand, an SJS
associate professor of psychology who had some
experience with LSD psychotherapy before the drug
became illegal quotes a
different statistic. "Hallucinations are rare. I have
read that only about five per
cent of those taking psychedelic drugs experience
hallucinations.
"Calling some of thesedrugs
’hallucinogens’ is a misnomerthey aren’t really.
"You could hear a rumble
outside or see a shadow, and
under the influence of psy-

chedelic drugs project an
image on it. The person may
believe, he really sees this
I mage from the unconscious," lie said.
The professor believes that
it is very rare for an individual on LSD to mistake a
hallucination for reality.
Another S.IS student says,
"I’ve had as much drugs as
anybody else -anybody that
takes drugs -and I’ve never
hallucinated
anything
unusual." Ile disregards the
geometries and colored patterns common to psychedelic
drugs in this appraisal.
The former student, mentioned earlier, regards his
ghost hallucination as the

struggling to make sense, not war
late afternoon, damp cold, gray sky, cloudy
rain, Mee
but suddenly oetober twenty-third
knew today was something
wispy wet curly hair
warm sweaterhis (smile(
no tears please
(take’ that anywhere( 71 you want to)
anywhere?
thenwhere?
swarming, crawling, creeping, shading
stiff, still, breathing
smell of cold wet outside on warm inside

Daily photos by Steve Marley; cutlines by Joe Caligaris, Ronnie Ewoldt, and
Cheryl Williams.
only unusual one in his
experienceexcepting some
lightning bolts. "If it’s
decent stuff," he says. "the
air will be full of patterns."
MEANING
Why do some hallucinate
and not others? "I don’t
know," continued the student, "I’ll be hallucinating
Ipatterns) like mad, and
my wife won’t see a thing."
A white-haired Lockheed
engineer offered a suggestion. Some people more
urgently need to deal with
repressed thoughts, he believes. In hallucinating, "the
mind is making it as easy as
possible for you to understand," he said.
He offered a little interpretation of the one LSD psychotherapy session he experienced:
-Everything was twodimensionallike an old
cartoon," he said, and
added, "I wanted to lash out
in anger at this square blue
spiral I saw." The two
dimensionality he saw as
symbolizing a lack of depth.
He saw the anger as rejection of lack of well-roundedness in his life. Of the blueness, he said, -I’ve spent so
much of my life in sadness."
Dr. Finny tentatively said
that some people found the
drug
"insightful." Dr.
Andersen said:
"We need fantasy. We feel
better with it," he said. But,
he believes dreams were a

good way to provide fantasy
"they run off by themselves," he said. "It’s like
watching a show."
The ex-student was sure
that things came to his mind
that he would repress, with-

out the psychedelic influence. If one took the trouble
to solve these problems, he
felt, it would help one "to
cope with his environment."
At any rate, despite not
having the answers to some

of the questions, "seeing
things" is no longer indicative of being a witch. And
though reactions may vary,
one isn’t likely to be publicly
burned for having a hallucination.

BUG CLINIC
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIRS
10% off with student
body card.
171/2 N. Sunset
251-6000
S.J.

THE INTERLUDE

HAPPY HOUR
3- 7 Daily Itrorn the well)
Featuring Steak Dinners For $2.69
3rd & Santa Clara Sts.

THUNDERBIRD

GOLF COURSE
221 SOUTH KING ROAD
259-3355

Sunday Services
11:00 am & 6:30 pm
Collegians

SPECIAL!

9:30 am Seminar
8:15 pm Impact

STUDENTS AND FACULTY RATES
GREEN FEES
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol,
After 12 NOON $1.75

-

Dr. Clarence fi Sands
Pistor

First Baptist Church

18 HOLES
ALL GREEN
PAR 65

800 Ironwood Drive

Barry Ketser

Make your education complete

Minister to Collealans

Transportation from West Nall-9:00 am SUNDAYS

ATTENTION.
A STOCK DIVIDEND

SALE

if you dare, to look Inside,
you may forget what lies behind
and in the process, gain peace of mind.

STOCK DIVIDEND ... A bonus event greater than
the normal Vaughn Discount Price. Suits, Sportcoats, Slacks, Sweaters at Stock Dividend Prices.

SUITS

SPORTCOATS

Sold nalionally to $97 50
STOCK
DIVIDEND
PRICE

83

$

Sold nationally to
STOCK
DIVIDEND
PRICE

Sweaters

$29.50

88

$

Dress Slacks sold nal,onally
to $2950

gWOLD $5 88

gw,uND ’9 88

PRICE

ILLUMINATED MAKE-UP
MIRROR
Reg. $1295 for $4.99
PROTEIN 21 SHAMPOO South
I 0th

Slacks

Fine English Sweaters sold
nationally at $1595

Reg. & $1.59 for 99t

PRICE

i Up ,81 1SetZ

SeN, cum
OM WItCtlitt

I.

upyara qardeluf etufteuratit
Japanese Cuisine, Cocktail Lounge
Suk i yak i & Tempura, Beef Teriyaki & Seafood

Mr

AT SATH ER GATE
.-..-

11

So. 2nd. St.

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHAAMACY

MO MERIDIAN AVE.. SAN JOSE

.h.

294-1330

CLOSED MONDAY

Rolls .11.,stratort
se, Iro,
Other

II

Street

RIGHT GUARD
DEOD.
Reg. $1.59 for 89(
GO
III S. WI

...doing the Ring thing

The Place To

PR S(’R II’ l’IONS

rn

SAN 10SE
91 South First St.
307 Town & Country Village
USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

ewe!
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Libber Blames Family Unit
For Dependancy on Male

Unconscious ’Bump

’Wt. intist build a counter)1 111:1), movement of
1kiiillt.11 that is ill challenge
the rulinn class,- exPla Med
women’s liberation advocate
Linda Jenness, in a speech
Tuesday night in the College
Union.
Miss Jenness’ visit to SJS
was part of a national tour to
college and universities. Her
current topic is "Why
Revoluis
Feminism
tionary."
A former 1969 candidate
for mayor of Atlanta, Ga., a
1970 gubernatorial candidate
on the Socialist Workers
party ticket, Miss Jenness
stated "The whole concept of
women is based on what men
think of women. For years in
this country women have
had to compete with each
other for a man just to survive."
The small but attentive audience composed mostly of
women listened as Miss Jenness linked women’s lib and
IN

are in the offing for this coed. It could be
that her "slow" and -bumpy" stride may
attract Ninth Street tailgaters.
-Photo by Tim Osterman

6:00--DEBBI
HILLYAHD
SHOW: Music to 8
6:53-ENTERTAINMENT
GUIDE
7:00-TEN WEEKS OF
TRASH: Charles Lau’s
series continues

Plans for Massive March
Formulated This Weekend
Plans for a massive peace
rally to protest the Vietnam
war will be formulated this
weekend in San Francisco.
The Northern California
Student Anti-War Conference, sponsored by the Student Mobilization Committee
( SMC I, will formulate plans
for a scheduled April 24 rally
in San Francisco and a May 5
moratorium on the Southeast
Asian war.
Registration for the conference will begin Sunday at
10 a.m, in room 117 of the
Education Building of San
Francisco State College, 1600
Holloway Ave.
The conference is planned
to include a general session
and workshop to discuss how
students
can
mobilize

Ore
COlipleS

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

for their
Diamond
Rings
because:
.hcoppisd-and con,
thy hy
hays found that
pored rid
Carlyle’s prices rit ....r high.
sr and in melt ins nnnnnn . ara
thin prism Issnirhrt
ter the srn quality diamond.

women, GI’s, Third World
members, high school and
college students, gay people,
and labor to fight against the
war.
All students are invited to
participate in planning the
protest.
Today and tomorrow, SMC
members will arrange transportation to the conference.
A SMC literature table will
be set up in the College Union
patio.

7:55-FIVE-MINUTE PROGRAM
8:00-DANA JANG SHOW:
Music to 10

The April 24 march is planned for both San Francisco
and Washington, D.C. The
march is designed to call for
the immediate withdrawal of
all U.S. forces from Southeast Asia.

SPEC8:55 -SPARTAN
TRUM: Campus news
9:00-ZERO, ’71: Wes Porter’s series continues

CM/NIG

EcopNo(g)Ifs
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oB--

PAR TS
_
elf /Ili
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for your
IMPORTED CAR

Save 20% With ASB Card
535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2134

Empi-Koni Shocks
3403 Stevens Creek
Blvd.
243-6400

Equipment Center

TAPES
EXCLUSIVE

at Little Fox Theatre 6/12/7o
"The best stage production
I’ve seen in years."
Herb Coen S.F. Chronicle
STUDENT DISCOUNT! BS.00 OFF
STUDENT RUSH: IFI ARCt
ii5 miNuTES BEFORE CURTAIN)
T1vAm Sp Yr& San Francisca
Tv
nth.. It,,,, 14171434 4T11

Mon. -Fri. II a.m.-6 P.M
Sat. 9 a.m.6
Closed Tues. and Sun.
CLARA

thUll

ANNOUNCEMENTS ill
Austin Healy Sprite 64 Convertible.
result engine, 67 trans, new tires, very
Hood cond 5550 or best offer. Call 2861985 or 241 2998
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
Public meeting discussing humanism
and the organ.zed humanist move
’,sent, will be presented by the
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE, Fri 11 Mar. 8 p.m at 738 N 2nd
SJ Call 294 5017 toe more information.
FREE PUPPY Labrador combine
ton, about 6 wks old, female black
far out Was left on our door step Call
289 8692

DO YOU QUALIFY? Male 3.0 GPA.
earn about Tau Delta Ph. on March
11 Pick up smoker dinner ticket
Monday in the college union

LII CINEMA 1501443

PHOTOGRAPHY DONE FOR ANY
PURPOSE FASHION MODELS, Copy
Jobs, anything unusual or unique. Call
/3 1 275 0596 or Sib Est 2114. Reason
able

"MY FAIR LADY"

improve your relationships with
others Communication - relating
..xercises Tu & Th at 4. Intro talk &
discussion Mon Ito & Wed at a. Op.
tonal donation. Institute of Ability. 40.
D S 1st St. Si Call 257.6679 For more
information.

The Most Loverry
Picture of All

Rex Harrison,

Audrey Hepburn
0

CAMPOS,

MAGIC

PA

PRO

3/1
3020
t..
40
Barbra Streisand and
George Segal in
CA00110411.1.

4

a

THE OWL and
THE PUSSYCAT"
C

sm.

74

G.

0

PRUNEYARD 311
3020
774017.0

eis
S

Nominated for 4 Oscars

4
4

10

I VE EASY PIECES’
so

vvith Jack Nicholson
11. SO

44COSI

PRUNEYARD

4
42.
ei

Ill

3020

lark Gable at his best 1.
"GONE WITH
THE WIND"

4
4
4 1111
4"

7 0,

Car Rallye, SJSC Moor Park Parking
Lot Saturday. Apt’ 3 by SJCC Ski Club
Start between 6 & 9 p.m. Wlcome ALL.
help.
SUPERTURTLE
Thursday night 7:30 p.m. 359N, 4th St.
297 0811

01.4

EVERY
FRI. & SAT.
NIGHT
8:30 PM TO
1:30 AM
COCNTAIIS
DANCING
COMPLETE MENU
NO COVER
REASONABLE PRICES
MINORS WELCOME

GAR D E rii1;,1T

246
/131

SANTA

GUITAR LESSONS for only $5.00 Hr.
Learn to discover your own style in
Folk. Folk Rock or Brazilian! Call 286.
4275 Marty.
KRISHNA’S LOVE FEAST Sunday 4.7
p.m. 397 S. IIM Chanting. Feasting,
Sell-Reahlation.
TRIPPING. A complete student travel
booklet Comprehensive info about
shots, I D cards. passports, jobs.
lodging, 50 cents at your bookstore,
Student groups
FREE WINE
interested in free wine party after club
meetings contact Dan 192 6822
AllIONIOTIVi Ill

If you want to do something-DO
Something about the ENVIRONMENT
and earn sat the same time phone KD
ENTERPRISES 736.7549,

69 SUBARU Bought in 70. Excellent
condition. 6,000 mi 1595. 287 03123 or
289 8574

MEN IL WOMEN who want good
income & interested in top manage.
ment lob on a part time basis. Call 252
6136, Mr Eller

KAWASAKI Mach III, 500cc, 60 HP
Excellent condition, 1969, Going to
Europe, Most sell Day: 198.4606 Ask
for Annette, wkds & nites 3274876.

ICS ’,Ali

3

ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BAS1C-H., a biodegradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shaklee distributor at
252 4286

trwt tiaI

1.1.11

GPI

.. ....

.40

..,^.

11r.11

70 MOB, Excellent Condition, AM -FM,
Deluxe interior. Many extras, must
sell, Make an otter Call 793.1043
English Ford, Goodall around
VAN
rondition. asking 5475 Call Paul 287
9788 after 6 p m

Want VW Sus, preferably before LS’,
kCall 313 1037 or 967 0302 and let it
ring
70 Javelin HT, automatic. P 5 V (I 304
CID, 16,000 mi . must sell $2010 Call
79/ 1348 or 264 768,.
10411 Chevelle 4 door Station Wasson
Auto trans, New Paint, )(Int cond 1900
Call 218.5346 Anytime

Typing-term papers, etc., exper
ienced and fast. Phone 269.8674.

FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 298.4104.

.

MALE Clean Sleeping Itrils. Quiet near campus. 295.8781 or 295.7355.
Reasonably Priced!

3 cent XEROX COPIES Phone 287-1811
College Ceps. Service, 42 E, San
Antonio? Blocks West of SJS.

FOR RENT, large, funky I bdrm. Apt.
Partially furnished 2 blocks from SJS
5125 per mo. 294.52110.

MONTHLY
AUTO INSURANCE
PAYMENTS NO one refused Annual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
24 & over 594, Married 21 24 $163
Single men 24 & under $250. Mr. Toll
241.3900

NEWLY REMODELED ROOM with
kitch. priv. Very clean, quiet. 4 blks. to
Sib, non smoker only 787.3125.
SANTA CRUZ Duplex turn. Sleeps 6. 1
bl to boardwalk. S150 wk. 252,3143.
MALE Roommate needed. 3 Bedroom
Duplex carpeted large yard for
garden. Pool. 570.mo. Good Place 289.
1534.

SET OF 3 Antiquecl yellow gold
engagement & wedding rings valued
at 9280 Sell for S140. Call 371.1693 after
6 pm

1155 per month. Unfurnished room 8.
share house near 5J5, not necessarily
straight. South 7th St. Call 2/54636.
Free Room & Board for girl over le
years old as companion to individual
with speech difficulty Near campus.
Call Robert 294 2300.

20 ACRES Labe Co. Oregia. 1150 Per
acre all or part, May fake auto, bike,
Or? in trade. 394-4301. Ask for Randy.
COUCH & matching Chair. Couch
makes into twin bed. Green, New
condition 590 or best offer. 216.7682
After Spm.
ELECTRIC STOVE: White with
Double Oven and Storage Space.
Moving, must sell. Excellent Cond.
545.00 266 5109 (after 3:301.
11350 W. San
PISCEAN W
Carlos 294.1455. 10 year guar. Elfin size
waterbed matt. 524.00. Safety liner
S200 Come in 1. see our right on pro.
ducts

Artists’ model. Rates arranged.
Artists, students, groups, Photographers Legit Phone Alice 187 1625.
PERSONA’S

8

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body Darlene m Miller RE 247 No
Third, San Jose 295 0995
Jewelry Custom design in cost gold
and silver. One of a kind Wedding
bands 8. other things. Geo, Larimore
Old Town IM the back) 354 8804
NEEDED: Dedicated tutors for the
WWI at Boys City, 3rd & Jackson. You
can help by being a friend. Try it 2 hrs
a week. Call Gary 377 5318 or Earl 293
8217 Girls are welcome,

GREAT LOCATION! 2 Bedroom furnished apt 67 5. 9th. Need 2 Students
+ Utilities.
Immediately $55 per
Call Wayne (DJ) After 5. 275.0594.

B AJA MEXICO go Easter April 2-15?
sm group wants more Fun Chicks.
interesting people Call Mark 325 5537,
Larry 296.5793 or Chip 325-6631

1 Bedroom Apt. Furnished S125 per
month No contract 433 South Ilth St.
see Manager No, 1 298.7650.

Until national and international pre
’codices are effaced in the reality of
spiritual brotherhood, true progress,
prosperity and lasting happiness will
not be attained by man. Writings 748.
5640

2 Bedroom apt for rent 760 S. 10th St.
5150 all utilities paid, females pre
breed Call after 6 p.m 251 7938.
Free Room
years old as
with speech
Call Robert

& Beard for girl over IS
a companion to individual
difficulty Near campus.
291 7301.

DM 1 BR ARK Cpts Oros. Water Pd.
SIM Married couple only 1167 S. 6th
St

CLASSIFIED COATIS
non In

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC
Disertations
Reports
Master’s
Marianne Tarriberg, 1914 Harris Ave
Call 371 0395. San Jose.

MALES THAT MAKE IT! TAU
DELTA PHI. Smoker dinner. Ticket
available march 31. in the student
union. Monday

AUSTIN.HEALEY MSS Chassis &
back body Shell Wire Wheels, lnstru
ments, & complete drive train except
for engine Many mist parts 550 Call
Ken at 3979963 after 9 30 pm

53.00 per he., Male I Female Need
Money for food, rent, books: car? If
you are willing to work, we pay 3.00 hr
After qualifying require car & neat
appear Fuller Brush Co. 125.5313.

11 M.M. Projectors, a complete line of
cameras available. Wright’s Camera
Rentals, Call 2819231.

I net roommates fort berm furnished
apt on 599S 10th St Move in April 1st.
Call 292 5069 or 293 3962

San Jose Residence Club, Previously
ATO House, now Coed. Jr’s to Grad
Students 326 Share. S33 engl Includes
Conti, WO, Dinner, Maid Serv.
Enclosed courtyard, Color TV, Park
mg, Sp rates for gals Pho 293 3774,

1111P WARM) 111

n.,

71

DOG LOST. Doberman female
"Heidi" black wbrown on face
Vicinity S. Carlos.Bird REWARD 293
5692 after 5 30 p.m.

MUNTZ
STERIO
RECORDER,
records and plays 4 -track tapes plus 60
tapes, all for $150. Call 296.7469 after
5 00 p m.

3 Filet
4 lines
5 Imes
lines

Deluxe 2 bdrm Apt. unf urn Pool &
Cabana. Cpts, drapes. AEK. Prefer
married Couple or girls 22 or over
Near IBM S165 ino S25 off 1st rno.
rent Call 227 6992 Or 295 5804

RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service. Call
Esche’s 251 7591.

ROOMMATES NEEDED. I or 2 to
share a 2 berm, apt. 2 blocks from LIS.
Pool 152.50 mo. Call 20S.5869.

57 VW, needs minor repairs S175 or
hest offer Call 358 9937
49 HONDA 350CI1, OWNER FORMER
SJS grad new 925 Full helmet inci
mint corm , must see to appreciate.
set firm. Call 259 7607 ..... S

48 BUG. Autastitlishilt. Very good
condition in and out, 51175. Dennis 377.
7963

REWARD offered for into or return of
2 lOspd. Am Eagle bikes missing
Thurs. nite in front of Men’s Gym 289.
13591.

I needs spare room to live M. Kit.Priv
& toilet fac. Would prefer Communal
Atmosphere w relatively Hip People.
Call Glenn 243-4132.

FOR SALE: Stereo. Gerard turntable,
AM FM Renwood receiver. Eiectro
Voice speakers 1 yr old excel condition 377-4596 Evenings.

67,230 Mercedes, power Ver., pow disc
brks . I speed floor shift. New tires
5I915 or best offer 265 2191

APT. FOR RENT. 2 lacIrm , turn.,
parking avail., 2 blks from SJS 65 So.
11th 2973166

EXPER, FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING EX ENGLISH TEACHER. IBM ELEC TYPEWRITER,
MARY BRYNER COLE 24A 6444 After
530.

Roommate needed immediately. Fe
male 5, 8th St Call MWF 12,2. 287,7625
S47.00 per month.

GOOD SUY. King Size mattress Box
Springs, Frame $250 value for $100 or
best offer. Call 734.4831.

For Sale-Dorm Contract as replace
went, male or female 294.6019 Gary
719

0111[1

Send your resume with $6
Processing fee to:

WARD offered for into or return of 1
lOspd. Am Eagle bikes missing Thurs.
nite in front of Men’s Gym 289.8598.

-

WATERBEDS: From HO. All sizes
incl. Round & 749 Jumbo. Sexually
benefit. Alive, Moving w you, en.
hancing your energies. Healthy, float.
ing freely w perfect back support so
you can sleep well. YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del
mas Ave. I mi. from 5.15 on Park Ave.
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime 5U6.1263.

fib STUDENT SEATS

NOW PLAYING - AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE /HADRIAN VII
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE /THE SELLING
OF THE PRESIDENT /THE LATENT HETEROSEXUAL
Student Rush Seats available just before curtain
BY SHOWING YOUR ID. Mon -Thor at 8:30 and Wed
S2.50. Fri 8 Sat at 8:30 - $3.50.
Sat at 2:30
CALL FOR AVAILABILITY 673-6440

RESUME FORM (I ) name,
address (home and school),
phone number, age; (2) relevant
work or recreational experience,
13) dates available and area(s);
4)2 or more students wishing
to work together, state name of
other parties, (5) other inform&
ion.

TV’S FOR RENT . SPECIAL 5Th
DENT RATE 59.00 per Tenth. Call
377-2935.

THE LIVING BED.The original and
only guaranteed HEATED waterbed.
By Innerspace Environments. Don’t
be misled by Cold beds Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar 10 yrs. With:
Bag. safety liner heater & autirecon.
troi. See 01 1424 Searcy Dr. Si nr. Al.
Waders Expy 265 5485 or in Oki. 743.
0360.

68 BUG. Autostickshitt, Very good
condition in and out. 11175. Dennis 377.
7963.

.t

LOST-Teeth two teeth on lower bridge
No value to anyone but me. REWARD
510. Call 401-1023 SALINAS.

68 BUG. Auto Stickshift. Very good
condaion .n and out 51175 Dennis 377
7063

Ford van 289 VI Automatic Trans
mission New paint and paneling. $750,
243 1054 ..... 6 PM

HURRY! FINAL
WEEKS OF SEASON

To apply type a I page
resume following as closely as
possible the form shown below
In April your resume will be
edited, printed and sent to
approximately 1500-2500
depending on area) large craft
owners.

SERVICES

IOST AND fOUND

AUSTIN HEALEY 1951 Chassis 8,
back body Shell Wire Wheels. Instru.
ments, & complete drive train except
for engine Many misc. parts 550. Call
Ken at 297 9963 after 9,30 p.m

MOTO 19S3 51.100 New Top. Good Ton.
neau. Also 750 Honda 1970 Like New
$1,300 or Best Offers on Both. Call Tom
295.5711

,,,

Babysitter to Fix Breakfast mon.Pri
8.30 to 9,30 a.rn. (Flexible Hours) for
11 year old girl. Call Al 295.6600.

Dix 1 BR AEK Cots Oros. Water Pd.
$140 Married couple only 1167 S. 6th
St

Functional .
partition ready to
transport 1961 Comet 4 Dr. sedan, 9100
327 6160.

774

$2 50/$3 50

Crewing al fords one the
opportunity to earn reasonable
sums while engaged in pleasant
outdoor activity.

American Yachting Association
Suite 503, 8730 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90069

inn Olds Toronado. All options, Fat
tory pinstripping, %Int. cond. 52500.
Day 298 4606 Ask for Annette, weekends & nights, 337 41376.

FOR SALE
4 650 13 Snow & Mud
Tires Good Cond Call Dan at 948 9308
SAO for set,

7

Positions are available too
experienced as well as ineweri
enced male and female college
students and graduates Espy’,
Nyco: in cooking and child Lai e
May be particularly helpful

Your resume must be received
no later than April IS, 1971.

C.71111411,1171

REGENCY

,"

MARKET & POST STS.,
SAN JOSE

comfy.
HUSBANDS’
with John Cassavetes
Peter Falk, Ben
4
TAKE THE MONEY
4 & RUN with Woody !Slier

4
t.
Fete. Demo as MDRIAN VII

Grif-

The American Yachting A,,,,
Pon with listings on the Tact
Coast, West Coast, Gull Area
and the Great Lakes is solicoting
for summer crew applicant.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

DO YOU NEED EXTRA MONEY?
Most people do! Believed or not, there
are many different and convenient
ways to make money, answering sue
veys, newspaper. addressers, and
many more! Send 51.00 for booklet
-Financial Profit From My HOT! In
My Spare Time" HLB 1NFORMA
T ION CENTER No 3 P090500 1090,
Cupertino, Calif. 95014.

13th & E. Santa Clara
297-3986

A clinic for the selection of
1971-72 SJS song girls will be
held on the following dates
from 7 p.m. -9 p.m.: Wed.,
April 14 (PER 280); Thurs.,
April 15 PER 279); Wed.,
April 21 (PER 280); Thurs.,
April 22 ( PER 279); and
Wed., April 28 ( PER 280).
Tryouts will be held
Thurs., April 29 PER 279 ) at
6:30 p.m. For further information contact Connie Colladay at 287-1278.

FROM THE BOOK BY KEN HUEY

Do you want to lift your spirits?
BALLET ADULT CLASS Now start
.no at Eutrazia School of Ballet
Phone 286 8917

Wide assortment
of 8 and 4 track tapes

Tryouts

"ONE FLEW OVER
THE
CUCKOO’S HEST-

Are you a homosexual interested in
sell awareness? Gay encounter group
Monday 3 30 PM, Santa Clara County
Mental Health Clinic, BS Notre Dame.
7112 54190

CAM-M’ERECI

David Yinger, Valerie, Scott
Remfort.
Friday Flicks, 7 and 10
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium. "The April Fools."
EASTER VACATION
Sunday, April 4, College
Group, 7:30 p.m., Grace
Baptist C’hurch, 484 E. San
Fernando, "Honoring Dr.
Martin Luther King." The
Green Brothers soul group,
the Smith Jazz Ensemble,
comments, poetry.
April 10, Spartan Oriocci
and South San Jose YBA.
Dance at Hyatt House
Mediterrean center. 9 p.m.
to 1:30 a.m, open to all interested.
April 10 and 11, Spartan
Oriocci and South San Jose
YBA, 1971 San Jose Volleyball Classic.

DALE WASSEFtMANS

A

POSITIONS

jobs we get, the war and
what women do with their
personal lives."
"It’s the very old anglo
men who make all the decisions, the capitalists make
their decisions on what
makes money."
Miss Jenness said society
totally rejects the fact that
society and not individual
women decide what is best
for women.

with the tki

VOCAL TRAINING Beginners-Pro
tessional Today’s Music or "Classi
<al " Also Guitar Lessons. 2861917.

"The April 24 demonstration is going to be big," said
Nick Rosner, organizer of
SMC at SJS. "We are going
to try to get all segments of
society to join the protest."

Spartaguide
TODAY
Bahal Student Forum, 8
p.m., C.U. Montalvo. Topic
is Baha’v’llah: Prophet for
today.
Society of Automotive
Engineers, 7 p.m., Aeronautics Department 107. Discussion of trip to Travis A.F.B.
jet shop in April. Film from
Ames Research Center,
SJS Parapsychology Society, 8 p.m., C.U. Loma
Prieta. Dr. Barbara Brown
is speaking on "The AlphaWave state of Consciousness."
Beta Alpha PSI, 7:30 p.m.,
Blum’s, 206 Town and Country Village. Guest speaker is
William N. Kidwell a special
agent from the FBI.
Christian Science Organization, :30 p.m., Memorial
Chapel.
Student Mobilization Committee, 7:30 p.m., C.U.
Diablo. Publicity finance
meeting.
Chi-Alpha, 7:30 p.m., 434
E. Williams St., Upper
Room. Main meeting.
Tiao-Yu-Tai Sovereighuty
Defense Action Committee, 8
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium. Film, "Adventure of
San Moa."
TOMORROW
Intercultural
Steering
Committee, 8 p.m., Intercultural Center, 10th and San
Fernando streets. Easter
party.
Jonah’s
Wail
Coffee
House, 8 p.m., 300S. 10th St.
Rap session and tape on
community. Folk music;

ra. ,

Ken Ksay

5:30-SPECTRUM NEWS:
Campus, state, and local
news.

SUMMER

DIXIELAND JAZZ

"Outtasight. I’m amazed."

KSJS LOG
90.7 FM

People driving through SJS construction
aren’t the only ones faced with a gauntlet
of signs. It seems that "curves ahead"

other movements. ’"I’he
ruling class understands the
link between movements.
They have tried to split
movements but it won’t work
because the oppression is so
slight."
She emphasized the feeling
that the idea of the family
had much to do with
women’s oppression. -What

is a family unit? It’s an economic institution dependent
on the male, and they call
that love."
She continued "You don’t
learn love in a society that
breeds hate."
Many of the ills women
face stein from society, the
youthful activist stressed repeatedly. "Who controls society and to what purpose?
We have little control of what

YACHTING

dawn

I 50
2 00
1 SO
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1 00
3 50
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1 40
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.00
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NEEDED! A 650161or 6 Ply tire for
truck Will trade 75015" or pay cash.
Call Bill 2662904 after 5 p

1111=111111’
EXPEDITION
TO
CENTRAL
AMERICA. Adventurous groups
depart June 0 & Sept 14 for 10 week
reconnaissance expedition to Rename,
and W photograph and observe the
Mayan ruins and contemporary lite in
the Yucatan and Quintana Roo,
Details. Doke Expeditions, 2329
Sacramento, Suite I. San Francisco,
Ca. 94115. (415) 5671915
FLY TO LA FOR EASTER.Private
pilot I
experience Leaving
Friday April 2 it noon so 00 one way.
Call 2874302.
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